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Metaphors are often used to frame news. Different types of metaphor (conventional, novel) can affect issue viewpoint via different underlying mechanisms (cognitive and affective text perception). We conducted a single-factor (type of expression: conventional metaphor, novel metaphor, nonmetaphorical expression) between-subjects experiment with text perception (cognitive, affective) and issue viewpoint as dependent variables and perceived novelty and perceived aptness of the metaphors as control variables. Type of expression did not affect issue viewpoint. Rather, we found indirect effects of metaphors on both cognitive and affective text perception via perceived novelty and aptness. Perceived novelty positively affected cognitive and affective text perception. However, for cognitive text perception, the positive effect of perceived novelty was countered by a negative effect of perceived aptness. This shows that metaphors work through different mechanisms, evoked by two different types of metaphor perception (perceived novelty, perceived aptness).
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Metaphors are often used to frame issues as diverse as economics (Morris, Sheldon, Ames, & Young, 2007), technology (Hartman, 2012), and health and safety legislation (Read, Cesa, Jones, & Collins, 1990). When a metaphor is used to frame an issue, a metaphorical frame is created. Framing can
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be defined as “selecting some aspects of a perceived reality and making them more salient in a communication text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described” (Entman, 1993, p. 52). A metaphor not only adds rhetorical flourish to a speech or text but also can transfer conceptual content (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). It can thus fulfill one or more of the functions of framing described by Entman (1993). For example, when the economy collapses, people will understand that this is problematic, that the economy was probably under high pressure and that it needs to be rebuilt. Metaphorical frames can thus affect people’s viewpoints (i.e., beliefs and attitudes) about the issue presented (e.g., Morris et al., 2007; Robins & Mayer, 2000). However, not all metaphors are processed equally, in that at least two underlying mechanisms have been described through which effects of metaphors on people’s issue viewpoints are established. These two routes are based on the novelty of the metaphor (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005).

When a metaphor is novel (e.g., the stock market keeled over), people have to compare two different concepts (stock markets and the act of keeling over) to discover what they have in common. The metaphor serves as a small puzzle that provides pleasure when solved (Giora et al., 2004; Hoeken, Swanepoel, Saal, & Jansen, 2009). Recipients enjoy it when a message allows them a new insight into something familiar (Giora et al., 2004). Novel metaphors can thus positively influence affective responses to a communicated message. For example, they can increase for example, message attractiveness (Jansen, van Nistelrooij, Olislagers, van Sambeek, & de Stadler, 2010) and imaginativeness (Read et al., 1990). We group such affective message perceptions under the heading of affective text perception. Hence, we assume that, via the underlying mechanism of affective text perception, novel metaphors can affect people’s issue viewpoints.

When a specific concept is repeatedly used figuratively, people become familiar with the intended meaning of the metaphor, and the metaphor becomes conventional (e.g., the stock market dropped). The Career of Metaphor Theory (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005) posits that when metaphors become conventionalized, a shift in the mode of processing, from comparison (novel metaphors) to categorization (conventional metaphors), takes place. When metaphors are processed by categorization, their intended meaning is already stored in the mind of the recipient (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005). These metaphors then provide a conventional framework for thinking about the issue and can make difficult issues more concrete and easier to understand (e.g., Morris et al., 2007). Hence, conventional metaphors can positively affect how people cognitively perceive a communicated message, for example, by increasing perceived argument quality (Hartman, 2012) and by decreasing perceived message complexity (Burgers, Konijn, Steen, & Iepsma, 2015). We group these perceptions of a message, which involve cognitive thoughts, under the heading of cognitive text perception. We assume that by positively affecting cognitive text perception, conventional metaphors can affect issue viewpoint.

Thus far, most claims about the impact of metaphors are based on theoretical arguments (Lakoff, 2002, 2008; Mio, 1997) and corpus analysis (e.g., Charteris-Black, 2005). Both have provided useful insights into metaphorical framing. However, causal studies on the effects of metaphors on people’s viewpoints about social issues reported mixed results (Boeynaems, Burgers, Konijn, & Steen, 2017). Several studies (e.g., Hartman, 2012; Steen, Reijnierse, & Burgers, 2014) showed that the effects of
metaphorical frames on issue viewpoint are not as clear-cut as is sometimes assumed (Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2011, 2013), and more empirical research is necessary to unravel the characteristics of metaphors and the boundary conditions under which metaphors work (Reijnierse, Burgers, Krennmayr, & Steen, 2015; Steen et al., 2014). Moreover, scholars who study the impact of nonmetaphorical frames (e.g., Nelson, Lecheler, Schuck, & de Vreese, 2015; Tsfati & Nir, 2017) state that an important goal of current framing research is to study the underlying mechanisms through which framing effects are established.

One of the characteristics of metaphorical frames that appears to influence which underlying mechanism these frames are processed through is the novelty of the metaphor that is used to frame (e.g., Bowdle & Gentner, 2005; Lai, Curran, & Menn, 2009). Research thus far, however, has paid little attention to possibly contrasting effects of novel and conventional metaphors on issue viewpoint. To the best of our knowledge, a direct comparison between the effects of conventional and novel metaphors on issue viewpoint has not yet been made. In the present article, we compare and contrast the effects of conventional and novel metaphors in a news item on cognitive text perception, affective text perception, and issue viewpoint.

**The Impact of Conventional Metaphors in News on Issue Viewpoint**

Conventional metaphors can positively influence cognitive text perception: They can make a text more concrete, clear, and easy to understand (Burgers et al., 2015; Hartman, 2012). By doing so, conventional metaphors can steer issue viewpoints in line with the presented metaphorical frame (e.g., Lakoff, 2008; Robins & Mayer, 2000). When used to frame news items, conventional metaphors helped recipients to understand and interpret complex issues, such as fluctuations of the stock market (Morris et al., 2007), bankruptcy threats (Williams, Davidson, & Yochim, 2011), and technical policy measures (Hartman, 2012). News items that used conventional death metaphors to describe bankruptcy threats (e.g., *the ailing manufacturer*) anthropomorphized the company, thereby turning the bankruptcy into an externally induced situation, which takes the blame away from management (Williams et al., 2011). The conventional tollbooth metaphor, often used in the United States to talk about net neutrality (i.e., the principle that governments and service providers should not interfere with users’ Internet access), steered participants’ attitudes toward a proposed policy measure in line with the metaphorical text (Hartman, 2012).

The effects of conventional metaphors on issue viewpoint have also been acknowledged within other fields of communication, including organizational communication (Cornelissen, Holt, & Zundel, 2011) and marketing communication (Burgers et al., 2015). Conventional metaphors fostered understanding of complex company policies and consequently helped to garner support for organizational change (Cornelissen et al., 2011). In advertisements, conventional metaphors reduced ad complexity (i.e., positively affected cognitive text perception), which in turn led to a more positive brand attitude (Burgers et al., 2015).

Several of the described studies (e.g., Hartman, 2012; Morris et al., 2007) compared the impacts of metaphorical frames with the effects of nonmetaphorical control frames. Nevertheless, not all scholars
did so (Robins & Mayer, 2000; Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2011, 2013). We argue, in line with several others (e.g., Hartman, 2012; Reijnierse et al., 2015), that to show how metaphorical frames affect issue viewpoint, a nonmetaphorical control condition is essential. Such a control condition serves as a baseline that makes it possible to distinguish metaphorical framing effects from other framing effects. Without a control condition, differences between two metaphorical frames other than the presence of a metaphor could account for the reported effects. For this study, we therefore compared the impact of conventional metaphors with novel metaphors and with a nonmetaphorical control condition.

Based on the literature on the impact of conventional metaphors, we expected conventional metaphors to positively affect cognitive text perception, compared with nonmetaphorical language (e.g., Hartman, 2012; Morris et al., 2007). Moreover, previous research showed that conventional metaphors were comprehended faster and considered easier to understand than novel metaphors (e.g., Lai et al., 2009; Thibodeau & Durgin, 2008). Therefore, we hypothesized that:

H1a: Conventional metaphors positively impact cognitive text perception compared with novel metaphors and nonmetaphorical expressions.

Furthermore, we argue that, by positively affecting cognitive text perception (e.g., reducing complexity, enhancing concreteness), conventional metaphors can affect issue viewpoint. Therefore, we proposed the following hypothesis:

H1b: Cognitive text perception mediates the impact of conventional metaphors on issue viewpoint.

The Impact of Novel Metaphors in News on Issue Viewpoint

Similar to conventional metaphors, novel metaphors can affect issue viewpoint. Novel metaphors can establish these effects by making a text more enjoyable and lively (Gibbs & Colston, 2012; Mio, 1997; Ortony, 1975). They can positively influence affective text perception, which is based on the affective responses that metaphorical expressions evoke (Gibbs & Colston, 2012; Jansen et al., 2010).

Several theoretical claims have been made about the effects of novel metaphors in news. Novel metaphors can increase vividness and stir emotions (Gibbs, Leggitt, & Turner, 2002; Mio, Thompson, & Givens, 1993). Experimental research showed that economic news items framed with novel metaphors were, in contrast to nonmetaphorical items, perceived as more imaginative and easier to form a vivid visual image about (Read et al., 1990). Vividness, in general, is argued to play a role in establishing news-framing effects: More vivid news items can steer people’s issue viewpoints to be more in line with the text (e.g., Aday, 2006; Brantner, Lobinger, & Wetzstein, 2011; Igartua & Cheng, 2009).

Empirical evidence on the effects of novel metaphors in news on issue viewpoint is scarce, yet research into other fields of communication reported causal effects of novel metaphors on people’s perceptions. In marketing communication, for example, novel metaphors were perceived as artful deviations from literal language that positively affected participants’ viewpoints about the advertised product (Ang & Lim, 2006; Phillips & McQuarrie, 2009). In literary studies, participants appreciated novel
metaphors for their incongruous character: They searched for a rich interpretation, and when they obtained the intended meaning, this had a positive impact on affective text perception (Utsumi, 2005). In health communication, using novel metaphorical expressions to promote participation in clinical cancer trials led to a more positive attitude toward participation; the effect was mediated by a positive affective response to the message (Krieger, Parrott, & Nussbaum, 2010). Because the impact of novel metaphors on affective text perception and issue viewpoint was shown in variety of discourse domains, we hypothesized that:

H2a: Novel metaphors positively impact affective text perception compared with conventional metaphors and nonmetaphorical expressions.

Moreover, novel metaphors can affect issue viewpoint because of their positive effect on affective text perception. Therefore, we proposed the following hypothesis:

H2b: Affective text perception mediates the impact of novel metaphors on issue viewpoint.

Both conventional and novel metaphors can affect issue viewpoint (e.g., Morris et al., 2007; Read et al., 1990), but via different routes. We tested this, for the first time, in a direct comparison of the effects of conventional and novel metaphorical framing on issue viewpoint. A meta-analysis that took into account the results of 29 studies on the impact of metaphors on attitude (none of which directly compared conventional and novel metaphors) concluded that novel metaphors had a stronger persuasive effect than conventional metaphors (Sopory & Dillard, 2002). Therefore, we proposed the following hypothesis:

H3: Compared with conventional metaphors, novel metaphors more strongly affect issue viewpoint.

In this study, we aimed to isolate the effects of different types of expressions (conventional metaphor, novel metaphor, nonmetaphorical expression). Importantly, several studies connected a metaphor's perceived novelty to its perceived aptness (e.g., Chiappe, Kennedy, & Smykowski, 2003; Jones & Estes, 2006; Pierce & Chiappe, 2008). Where perceived novelty is related to familiarity, perceived aptness reflects the degree to which a recipient believes a metaphor captures important topic features (Thibodeau & Durgin, 2011). A metaphorical expression can therefore be perceived as apt or not, depending on the quality of the cross-domain mapping. Both perceived novelty and perceived aptness can play a role in enhancing the processing fluency of a metaphorical sentence (Chiappe et al., 2003; Pierce & Chiappe, 2008), and thus both can possibly affect text perception. Although novelty and aptness are two distinct features of metaphor (e.g., Pierce & Chiappe, 2008), several studies showed ratings of the two constructs to be (negatively) correlated (e.g., Jones & Estes, 2006; Thibodeau & Durgin, 2011). Therefore, we examined the role of perceived aptness in the current study design and proposed the following research question:

RQ1: Is perceived aptness related to perceived novelty and to the different dimensions of text perception?
Method

Design and Materials

We conducted a between-subjects experiment with a single independent variable with three levels (type of expression: conventional metaphor, novel metaphor, nonmetaphorical expression). Participants read a 120-word fictional news item about the reorganization of a fictitious multinational company. The topic was based on an actual news item (McCrank, 2014). The metaphor variation (novel, conventional) was presented in the headline and in the last sentence of the text; the rest of the stimulus texts were identical. We applied MIPVU (Metaphor Identification Procedure Vrije Universiteit; Steen et al., 2010) to the entire text and verified that the text did not contain any linguistic metaphors except the target metaphor.

To make our comparison between conventional and novel linguistic metaphors as clean as possible, each variation had to be derived from the same conceptual metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). We searched the Merriam-Webster online dictionary (http://www.merriam-webster.com) and selected 10 possible linguistic metaphors derived from the conceptual metaphor CHANGE IS MOTION (Lakoff, 1993). Subsequently, we determined whether these expressions were metaphorical according to the MIPVU procedure (Steen et al., 2010). Moreover, we checked whether the contextual meaning of the metaphor was found in the dictionary. If so, a metaphor can be seen as conventional, if not, as novel (Steen et al., 2010). However, even though this distinction is useful and reliable, it is also somewhat coarse and provides little insight into the relative use of these metaphors. Therefore, to approximate the novelty of the metaphors, we used Google’s search engine and informally checked the relative frequency of the expressions (following Thibodeau & Durgin, 2011). This resulted in a list of 10 metaphorical words with Google searches returning from one to approximately 1.5 million results.

To select two metaphorical expressions that differed in perceived novelty, but were perceived as equally apt, we conducted a pilot study with 40 participants (Mage = 34.30, SDage = 13.12, 47.37% female) who were asked to rate 10 metaphorical expressions on novelty and aptness. The metaphorical expressions referred to the change in a management team (e.g., shake up the management team, juggle the management team). Our analysis revealed one pair of metaphorical expressions that met our criteria—shake up the management team (conventional metaphor) and swap the management team (novel metaphor)—that differed on perceived novelty (Mshake up = 2.66, SDbashape up = 1.55; Msap = 3.79, SDswap = 1.68, p < .05), but not on perceived aptness (Mshake up = 5.39, SDashape up = 1.42; Msap = 4.66, SDswap = 1.55, p = .95). See the online Appendix, which can be retrieved from the Open Science Framework (osf.io/x7mem) for a full analysis of the pilot study results, and see Table 1 for an overview of the stimulus materials.
Table 1. Overview of Stimulus Materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Condition (n = 105)</th>
<th>Conventional Metaphor (n = 102)</th>
<th>Novel Metaphor (n = 102)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Article section</strong></td>
<td><strong>Header</strong></td>
<td><strong>Middle</strong> (equal for all conditions, not manipulated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmetaphorical Expression</td>
<td>Significant <em>change</em> of Vinco’s management team negatively received by shareholders</td>
<td>Dutch multinational Vinco plans to reorganize its management team by replacing several senior managers with younger, more junior employees. The reorganization comes as Vinco readies its next generation to assume greater responsibility and prepares for the time when they will name a successor for Pieter de Vries, current chief executive officer and co-founder. In total, 60 percent of the members of the management team will be replaced. The company’s shareholders think this will lead to a decrease in corporate knowledge that will make Vinco less successful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Significant <em>shake up</em> of Vinco’s management team negatively received by shareholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Significant <em>swap</em> of Vinco’s management team negatively received by shareholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Italic and underlined words indicate the manipulations.

Participants

A total of 360 participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (http://www.mturk.com) with a HIT approval rate (index of overall work quality) greater than or equal to 95%. They were rewarded with $0.50 in exchange for participation. After applying our inclusion criteria (be located in the United States, could participate only once, be a native English speaker, be eligible to vote, and could correctly name three correct keywords after reading to verify that they had read the text), 309 unique participants were left for analysis (131 female and 178 male; *M*<sub>age</sub> = 35.61 years, *SD*<sub>age</sub> = 13.67, range = 19–73 years). Participants were evenly distributed across experimental conditions in age, *F*(2, 306) = 0.51, *p* = .60; gender, *χ*<sup>2</sup>(2) = 2.28, *p* = .32; education level, *χ*<sup>2</sup>(4) = 5.37, *p* = .25; and reading time of the news item, *F*(2, 306) = 1.217, *p* = .30.
**Procedure**

Data were collected online through Qualtrics (www.qualtrics.com). Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions and were asked to read the news item. Next, to verify that they had read the text, participants had to list three keywords from the text. We discarded those who did not meet this criterion. Then, participants were asked for their viewpoints about the news issue (measured as beliefs about the issue and attitude toward the issue). Next, they rated the dimensions of text perception and, consequently, novelty and aptness of the metaphor. After filling out demographic questions, participants were thanked for participation and received a confirmation code to collect their reward.

**Measures**

To measure beliefs about the issue, participants were asked to rate on four Likert-type items, each followed by a 7-point rating scale (1 = *very unlikely*, 7 = *very likely*), how likely they thought several consequences would follow from the decision presented in the news item. The items read as follows: "If [Company] pursues their decision, how likely do you consider (1) this will have a positive impact on the way the company is run, (2) this will have a positive impact on the employees of the company, (3) this will lead to an increase in corporate knowledge, (4) this will positively affect the company’s success" (Cronbach’s α = .87). Because the message implies that negative consequences are likely to follow the decision to reorganize, all items were reverse coded. Thus, a higher score indicates that participant beliefs are more in line with beliefs implied by the news item.

Attitude toward the issue was tapped by asking participants to indicate on 7-point semantic-differential scales how much they would support or oppose the idea mentioned in the news item and how much they were inclined to vote in favor of or against the idea, assuming they were shareholders of [Company] (r = .94, p < .01, Cronbach’s α = .97). Again, items were reverse coded, so a higher score indicates that participant attitude was more in line with the attitude implied by the materials.

Cognitive text perception and affective text perception were measured using a list of 21 evaluation criteria (Sundar, 1999), of which 19 can be clustered into four dimensions: credibility (Cronbach’s α = .82), liking (Cronbach’s α = .85), quality (Cronbach’s α = .83), and representativeness (Cronbach’s α = .72). Participants were asked to rate each item on a 7-point rating scale (1 = *strongly disagree*, 7 = *strongly agree*) for, for example, how clear, coherent, comprehensive, concise, and well written (criterion of quality) the news item was. In Sundar’s (1999) analysis, two criteria had moderate loadings on more than one dimension; therefore, we excluded these criteria (informative, sensationalistic) from analysis. To measure cognitive text perception, we used the evaluation criteria from the dimension “quality,” and for affective text perception, we used the items that measure “liking” (Sundar, 1999). We did not use “credibility” or “representativeness” to test our hypotheses because these dimensions measure perception of the news source rather than perception of the text itself (Sundar, 1999).
Finally, we measured perceived novelty and perceived aptness by asking participants to rate how novel (1 = very conventional, 7 = very novel) and how apt (1 = very inappropriate, 7 = very appropriate) they perceived the metaphor to be (Pierce & Chiappe, 2008).2

Results

Manipulation Check

A single-factor (type of expression: conventional metaphor, novel metaphor, nonmetaphorical expression) between-subjects MANOVA with novelty and aptness as dependent variables tested whether the metaphorical expressions "shake up of [Company’s] management team" and "swap of [Company’s] management team" differed in perceived novelty, but were perceived as equally apt. In line with our expectations, results showed a significant effect of metaphor type on perceived novelty, $F(2, 306) = 38.68, p < .001, \eta^2 = .20$. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed that the novel metaphor was perceived as more novel ($M = 4.56, SD = 1.33$) than the conventional metaphor ($M = 3.71, SD = 1.60, p < .01$) and the nonmetaphorical expression ($M = 2.81, SD = 1.35, p < .01$). The conventional metaphor was rated as more novel than the nonmetaphorical expression ($p < .01$). In contrast to expectations, a significant effect of type of expression on aptness was also detected: $F(2, 306) = 23., p < .001, \eta^2 = .13$. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed that the nonmetaphorical expression ($M = 5.31, SD = 1.35$) was perceived as more apt than both the conventional metaphor ($M = 4.65, SD = 1.61, p < .01$) and the novel metaphor ($M = 3.86, SD = 1.62, p < .01$). The conventional metaphor was perceived as more apt than the novel metaphor ($p < .01$). See Table 2 for descriptive statistics.

Table 2. Average Scores and Standard Deviations of Perceived Novelty, Perceived Aptness, Cognitive and Affective Text Perception, Beliefs About the Issue, and Attitude Toward the Issue by Type of Expression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Type of Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonmetaphorical Expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived novelty</td>
<td>2.81 (1.35)$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived aptness</td>
<td>5.31 (1.35)$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive text perception</td>
<td>5.18 (0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective text perception</td>
<td>3.67 (0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about the issue</td>
<td>4.80 (1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude toward the issue</td>
<td>5.17 (1.64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 We also measured need for cognition (NFC; the tendency of an individual to engage in and enjoy effortful thinking) with the short NFC scale (Cacioppo, Petty, & Feng Kao, 1984; Cronbach’s $\alpha = .95$). Previous studies showed that NFC moderated the impact of metaphors on beliefs and attitudes (Chang & Yen, 2013). However, we found no moderation of NFC and metaphor type on any of the dependent variables. A randomization check also showed that participants in three conditions did not differ on NFC, $F(2, 306) = 0.52, p = .68$. 
Note. Standard deviations in parentheses.
\[ a, b, c \] Significant difference with \( p < .01 \)

Thus, we successfully manipulated novelty of the metaphor. However, in contrast to our pilot study, the novel and conventional metaphors differed in perceived aptness in the main study. Therefore, when testing our hypotheses, we controlled our analyses for perceived aptness. Moreover, we conducted additional analyses to answer our research question about the relations between perceived aptness, perceived novelty, and text perception (cognitive, affective).

**Hypothesis Testing**

First, we tested our hypotheses concerning the effects of metaphors on cognitive and affective text perception (see Table 2 for descriptive statistics). H1a predicted conventional metaphors to positively affect cognitive text perception, compared with novel metaphors and nonmetaphorical expressions, whereas H2a predicted novel metaphors to positively influence affective text perception, compared with conventional metaphors and nonmetaphorical expressions. These hypotheses were tested with a single-factor (type of expression: conventional metaphor, novel metaphor, nonmetaphorical expression) between-subjects MANCOVA with cognitive text perception and affective text perception as dependent variables and perceived aptness as a covariate to control for variation in text perception across participants caused by differences in perceived aptness rather than in type of expression. The MANCOVA revealed that type of expression did not affect the different dimensions of text perception, \( \lambda = .99, F(4, 608) = 0.54, p = .70. \)

Therefore, H1a and H2a were not supported by the data. We did find an effect of the covariate, perceived aptness, \( \lambda = .97, F(2, 304) = 4.24 p < .05, \eta^2 = .027. \) People who perceived the news item as more apt gave higher ratings of cognitive text perception, \( F(1, 305) = 5.20 p < .05, \eta^2 = .02. \) Perceived aptness did not impact affective text perception, \( F(1, 305) = .83, p = .36). \)

H1b and H2b predicted both conventional and novel metaphors would have an impact on issue viewpoint via distinct underlying mechanisms: cognitive and affective text perception, respectively. However, for mediation to be possible, the independent variable (type of expression) should directly affect the proposed mediator (cognitive text perception, affective text perception; Hayes, 2009; Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Because type of expression did not affect text perception (cognitive, affective), we could not test for mediation of text-perception variables, and H1b and H2b were not supported by the data.

H3 argued in favor of novel metaphors over conventional metaphors to affect issue viewpoint and was tested with a single factor (type of expression: conventional metaphor, novel metaphor, nonmetaphorical expression) between-subjects MANCOVA with beliefs and attitudes as dependent variables and aptness as a covariate. The MANCOVA revealed that type of expression, \( \lambda = .99, F(4, 608) \)

\[ 3 \] Without controlling for aptness, the MANCOVA did not reveal any effects of type of expression on cognitive and affective text perception either, \( \lambda = .99, F(4, 610) = 0.29, p = .89. \)
Answering RQ1

To answer our research question, which asks how perceived aptness is related to perceived novelty and text perception, we first conducted correlation analyses (see Table 3 for correlations). Perceived aptness and perceived novelty were negatively correlated. Perceived aptness was positively related to cognitive text perception, and perceived novelty was positively related to affective text perception. To further explore possible causal relations between type of expression (conventional metaphor, novel metaphor, nonmetaphorical expression), perceived novelty and perceived aptness, and text perception (cognitive, affective), we conducted mediation analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perceived novelty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Perceived aptness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Affective text perception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cognitive text perception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Beliefs about the issue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Attitude toward the issue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at .05.
**Correlation is significant at .01.

We tested whether type of expression indirectly affected text perception (cognitive, affective) via perceived novelty or perceived aptness or both. All mediation analyses were carried out using the Process macro v2.15 for SPSS statistics (Hayes, 2008; 5,000 bootstrap samples), which allows for mediation analysis with a multicategorical independent variable. For all mediation analyses, the nonmetaphorical expression served as a control condition.

First, we explored the indirect effects of type of expression on cognitive text perception by conducting a mediation analysis with perceived novelty and perceived aptness as potential mediators. This analysis showed that both perceived novelty and perceived aptness mediated the relation between type of expression and cognitive text perception, but in opposite directions. Via perceived novelty, both the conventional metaphor, $b = 0.71, SE = 0.04, 95\% CI [0.01, 0.17]$ and the novel metaphor, $b = 0.14, SE = 0.07, 95\% CI [0.02, 0.28]$, had an indirect positive effect on cognitive text perception. At the same time, via perceived aptness, both the conventional metaphor, $b = -0.05, SE = 0.03, 95\% CI [-0.13, -0.01]$, and the novel metaphor, $b = -0.12, SE = 0.05, 95\% CI [-0.24, -0.02]$, had a negative indirect effect on cognitive text perception.
Hence, as Figure 1 illustrates, our mediation analyses revealed two indirect effects of type of expression on cognitive text perception that work in opposite directions. The first effect was mediated by perceived novelty. When a metaphor was perceived as more novel, cognitive text perception was positively affected: Participants thought the text was of higher quality. The second, opposing, effect works through perceived aptness. When a metaphor was perceived as less apt, this negatively affected cognitive text perception: Participants rated the text as of lower quality. Thus, for cognitive text perception, the positive effect of perceived novelty was suppressed by a negative effect of perceived aptness.

Figure 1. Indirect effects of type of metaphorical expression on affective text perception, mediated by perceived novelty and perceived aptness. For the mediation analyses, the nonmetaphorical expression served as a baseline. *Significant at .05. **Significant at .01. ns = not significant.

Second, we conducted a mediation analysis with type of expression as an independent variable, perceived novelty and perceived aptness as potential mediating variables, and affective text perception as a dependent variable. This analysis showed that perceived novelty, but not perceived aptness, mediated the relation between type of expression and affective text perception. Via perceived novelty, both the conventional metaphor, $b = 0.11$, $SE = 0.06$, 95% CI [0.03, 0.25], and the novel metaphor, $b = 0.22$, $SE = 0.10$, 95% CI [0.05, 0.43], had a positive indirect effect on affective text perception. Perceived aptness did not mediate this relation between type of expression and affective text perception.\footnote{We did not find significant indirect effects of type of expression on affective text perception via perceived aptness of either the conventional metaphor, $b = 0.01$, $SE = 0.03$, 95% CI [−0.05, 0.09], or the novel
in Figure 2, when a metaphor was perceived as more novel, this led to higher ratings of affective text perception: Participants liked the text better. This positive indirect effect of type of expression on affective text perception via perceived novelty was not countered by an indirect effect of perceived aptness.

**Figure 2. Indirect effects of type of metaphorical expression on affective text perception, mediated by perceived novelty. For the mediation analyses, the nonmetaphorical expression served as a baseline. *Significant at p < .05. **Significant at p < .01. ns = not significant.**

**Conclusion and Discussion**

We tested which type of expression (conventional metaphor, novel metaphor, nonmetaphorical expression) in a news item had the strongest impact on issue viewpoint and through which underlying mechanism (cognitive or affective text perception) effects were established. Our initial hypotheses regarding the impact of conventional and novel metaphors on issue viewpoint and the mediating role of different dimensions of text perception (cognitive or affective) on these effects were not supported. However, additional analyses showed unexpected findings for how metaphors in news can influence people’s perceptions.

Mediation analyses showed that metaphor type indirectly affected cognitive text perception via contrasting effects of perceived novelty (positive indirect effect) and via perceived aptness (negative indirect effect). Thus, we revealed a suppression effect: The two indirect effects countered each other. Metaphor type also had an indirect effect on affective text perception. However, this positive effect was mediated only by perceived novelty.

metaphor, $b = 0.02, SE = 0.09, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.10, 0.17]$, compared with the nonmetaphorical control expression.
We showed that metaphors work through different mechanisms evoked by two different perceptual routes of the metaphor. Via the first mechanism, evoked by the perceptual route of perceived novelty, novel metaphors positively influence text perception (both affective and cognitive). Via the second mechanism, evoked by the perceptual route of perceived aptness, novel metaphors negatively influence cognitive text perception. Therefore, the answer to our research question concerning the relation between perceived aptness, perceived novelty, and text perception provides unexpected insights into how metaphors in news items can influence people’s perceptions of news.

Our findings about the relation between perceived novelty and perceived aptness are in line with results reported by other scholars (Jones & Estes, 2006; Thibodeau & Durgin, 2011). These studies note that perceptions of novelty and aptness of a certain metaphor can vary among people and across contexts (Jones & Estes, 2006; Thibodeau & Durgin, 2011), a claim that is supported by our data. In our pilot study, metaphors were perceived as equally apt presented in isolation, whereas in our main experiment, aptness differed by context as presented in a complete news item. Therefore, for future research, it is important to take context into account when measuring perceived novelty and aptness.

An explanation for the absence of direct effects of the metaphors on issue viewpoint could lie in the lack of complexity of the news item. Although we did use an abstract economic issue, cognitive text perception was relatively high for all experimental conditions (M > 5.19; scale max is 7), suggesting that participants did not need the metaphor to form a perception of the issue. This idea is supported by the Metaphor Processing Termination Hypothesis (Robins & Mayer, 2000), which states that metaphors are only effective in steering people’s issue viewpoints when they are needed for understanding. Therefore, future research that exposes participants to a more complex news item in which a metaphor will be helpful to make sense of the issue could reveal different results.

A general explanation for the lack of direct effects of metaphor could be that our manipulation (1.7% of words in the text) was too subtle. In our stimuli, a single metaphor (shake up or swap) was presented twice: in the headline and final sentence of the text. Looking at current research (e.g., Kalmoe, 2014; Robins & Mayer, 2000), however, we note that several scholars describing the effects of single metaphors in short texts actually used extended metaphors (extending the metaphorical frame with additional metaphors derived from the same conceptual metaphors; e.g., Robins & Mayer, 2000) or extensive metaphor repetition (Kalmoe, 2014) as a manipulation. Reijnierse et al. (2015) experimentally tested whether extending a metaphor led to stronger preferences for political measures in line with the frame and showed small effects of extended metaphors on people’s preferences. It would be interesting to further explore whether repeating or extending a metaphor increases its persuasive effects, and if so, whether there may be an optimum of metaphor exposure after which effects stagnate or reverse.

Future research can explore the idea that extended metaphors and metaphor repetition can establish effects that reach beyond single-word manipulations. Moreover, we advise scholars who study metaphorical framing effects to be very clear about how they manipulate their stimulus material. For example, when effects are attributed to a single metaphor in a text, the rest of the text should not contain other linguistic metaphors that could influence the impact of the stimulus metaphor. Therefore, it would be
advisable to analyze stimulus material with a metaphor identification procedure (MIPVU; e.g., Steen et al., 2010) to avoid confounding effects of any other possibly relevant metaphorical expressions.

Because the effects of metaphor type seem to be subtle and small, it would be interesting to examine whether recipients adopt the metaphorical frame and use it to reason on the issue presented. Measuring such black-box variables that form a link between input (metaphorical frame) and output (changes in issue viewpoint) could provide useful insights into the effects of metaphorical framing (Scheufele, 1999). For example, it would be interesting to explore the effects of metaphorical frames on perceived frame salience and frame importance, two conditions that, according to the literature, should be satisfied before variables such as issue viewpoint can be affected (Nelson, Clawson, & Oxley, 1997; Scheufele, 1999).

To conclude, we showed that variations in only a small part of a news item (1.7% of words) affects both cognitive and affective text perception via two distinct perceptions of the metaphor. Novel metaphors had a positive impact on both cognitive and affective text perception via perceived novelty. This positive indirect effect of novel metaphors on cognitive text perception was countered by a negative indirect effect of perceived aptness. For affective text perception, the effects of novel metaphors were mediated only by perceived novelty, not by perceived aptness. We thus showed that metaphors work through different mechanisms evoked by two different perceived characteristics of the metaphor: perceived novelty and perceived aptness. These findings suggest that metaphorical framing works more subtly than is often claimed.
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